
Objective [1.2] – Notes 
Understand that the average rate of change of a relationship is a “linear” estimate of its actual rate of change.  

 
There is just one basic idea to learn in this objective but it’s VERY important.   It’s not too hard to understand if we go 
back to the driving position/speed/acceleration example in the previous objective 1.1. 
 
In the previous objective you hopefully were reminded that a relationship that is linear has a constant rate and thus now 
know that all non-linear relationships (ones that don’t graph as a straight line on a Cartesian plot) have rates that change 
at every input.  This always changing rate of non-linear relationships is unfortunate when we want to let someone know 
how fast some relationship is growing.   We just can’t “pin it down”.   It is always changing.    
 
Think for a moment.   If someone wanted know “how fast” they were going on a trip they wouldn’t record their speed at 
every second and then graph the data.   They wouldn’t take all that data and average all those speeds to get an average 
speed.  No instead they might write down the initial miles on the odometer noting the time and then the ending miles 
on the odometer and the final time.  From this they could compute how many miles were driven and how many hours it 
took.  From the last objective we know that rate is output/input so dividing the miles driven by the time one gets an 
“overall” average rate.   In other words if they could have driven that average speed constantly for the entire trip they 
would have driven the exact same number of miles. 
 
Now consider what I have said in the context of a couple trips represented in the graph below.  

 

The black lines represent (idealized) trips where someone held their speed constant, in this case at the average speeds 

show in the graphic, whereas the blue and red lines represent trips where the speed was going up and down on either 

side of those averages.  Can you describe what the red trip was like?  Well for nearly 4 hours the car didn’t move much 

(speed near zero).  Then it “zoomed” well above the average for hours 7-12.  Finally it overshot the destination and had 

to turn around and come back a bit.  Notice that in the average calculation those additional miles are not considered!  

This leads to a potentially silly situation if your output is “distance from home” instead of “distance driven”.  Say you left 

your driveway (zero miles from home) and drove to Portland and back in 8 hours.  In the end you were in your driveway 

0 miles from home.  So you went 0 miles in 8 hours or 0 miles per hour!  This is the danger of averaging over too big an 

interval of the input, time in this case.  The average you compute doesn’t really say anything about what happened 

along the way.   When we estimate how fast a relationship is changing we do it ONLY over reasonable sized intervals of 

the input.  If not we are sure we understand that we are deliberating loosing details about a relationship in the 

averaging process.  



Going back to the business relationship that was being used in objective 1.1 

News Report:  “Housing starts accelerated in April”      
Relationship:    “The number of houses started is a function of time.” 
(The unit of the output is “houses” and the unit of the input is time apparently in  “months”  since they said April.) 
 
Recall further that it was reported  “housing starts accelerated to 1,200/month in April over last month” 
 
So we don’t have a clue what actually went on with the rate of housing starts every day during the month of April but 

we do know that at the end of April it was 1,200 houses per month.   So since we don’t have any other more detailed 

information (like the rate on any other day of April) we might assume that this rate represents an average rate for the 

entire month.  If we are using an average then it represents a constant rate over the entire month at this value.   So 

given this assumption (estimate)  we might offhand say there will be 1,200 more housing starts at the end of April than 

at the beginning.   We are probably not exactly correct but it’s a decent estimate with the little information we do have.  

Businessmen make these kinds of assumptions (estimates) all the time when they don’t have more detailed information 

or we just want a “quick and dirty idea of the numbers”. 

So think about the car driving example again.  You were driving down a rural road for an hour where the speed limit was 

55 miles per hour.   You can’t remember your actual speeds which were variable but you estimate that your average 

speed was probably 45 miles per hour based on how often you were above and below that speed.  You look up to see a 

mileage sign and see that indeed you just came 42 miles and thus your average estimate (constant rate equivalent) was 

only a little high.   This is how we typically how we use average estimates to help us better understand non-linear 

relationships and their variable rates.   

Summary 

Non-linear relationships have varying rates that for “small” intervals of the input can be thought to vary around a single 

“combined” rate called the average rate.    

On any interval of the input a non-linear functional relationship will have rates above and below the average rate on 

that interval. 

The average rate can be used as the rate in a linear model that will (within  some “error”) follow the actual non-linear 

relationship.  (See the graph) 

 

If the “error” in using a linear model with average rate is acceptable or there is no more detailed data about the non-

linear relationship then this “linear average” relationship may be used to model the actual non-linear relationship.    

When this is done one says they have “linearized the relationship”.  There are great benefits to using linear models.  One 

is that linear algebra (matrices) can be used to analyze questions about non-linear relationships.   Linear algebra is a BIG 

tool used in business and financial modeling.  

 


